AEROFRESH 35 Lavatory Deodorant is a new-generation formula that utilizes odor-elimination technology. Previous lavatory deodorants relied on perfumes to mask odors, but Aerofresh 35 effectively ties up odors before they can be detected. Aerofresh 35 is a cost-effective, concentrated liquid that keeps waste holding tanks and lavatory components clean.

**BENEFITS**

- **Conforms** to Boeing D6-17487, AMS 1476B and Douglas CSD-3 specifications.
- **Counteracts** odors effectively and keeps lavatory holding tanks clean.
- **Features** a non-staining, stable dye package for effective color masking without damaging aircraft surfaces or structures.
- **Reduces** operating costs and shipping expenses by utilizing a highly concentrated formulation.
- **Consistent** water dilution when used with tamper-proof metering equipment.
- **Eliminates** the use of perfume, formaldehyde, glutaraldehyde, phenol, or heavy metals.

**CONFORMS TO**

- AMS 1476B (Deodorant, Aircraft Toilet)
- BOEING D6-17487 (Toilet Flushing Fluids)
- DOUGLAS CSD-3 (Aircraft Toilet Deodorizer)

**NOTE:** To place an order, call or FAX Customer Service at
800-932-7006 / FAX 216-441-1377
Aerofresh 35 Lavatory Deodorant.........Product Code #25129 (drums/totes)
Product Code #25132 (quarts)
NOTES PRIOR TO HANDLING

Please read all safety and operating instructions before using any Cee-Bee product. If you have any questions, please contact your Cee-Bee representative before proceeding.

USE PROCEDURES

NOTE: Aircraft toilets that are heavily contaminated with organic (gummy) deposits should first be cleaned with Honey Bee 76 Cleaner (Product Code # 25176) to restore optimum performance. Please refer to the Honey Bee 76 product data sheet for complete use instructions.

- Drain and flush aircraft lavatory holding tanks with water or lavatory deodorant.
- Charge the toilet holding tank with a solution of 0.20 fluid ounces of Aerofresh 35 for every gallon of water (1.5 ml of Aerofresh 35 per liter of water) in service vehicle/cart prior to servicing aircraft lavatory.

PROPERTIES

- Pleasantly scented, blue liquid
- Concentrated
- No flash point
- Non-staining when mixed with water
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